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End write from February 13/14, 2018 
 Imagine you’re a composer. Describe a piece of music you could create to capture the feeling of 

a particular season. What will it sound like? What will a listener hear? Why will you choose 

those sounds? 

 

SPRING 
Main ideas/moods:  

To resemble bird sounds 

Spring makes me happy 

Calm vibes of spring 

Calm, relaxing weather 

Good spirits 

Uplifting  

Excited 

Happy 

Not sad 

Vibrant  

Jumpy, lively 

Triumphant 

Spring is the time of my new year, Nowruz, 

which means “new day” 

Because my birthday is in spring 

Spring reminds me of flowers blooming and 

beautiful colors 

Spring is where everything is blossoming 

In spring you think of the weather getting 

warmer and the sun shining 

The smell of the trees and flowers 

There is a transition of weather from cold to 

warm when the trees grow back their 

leaves and flowers bloom 

Like going to church on Sunday 

Bright sun 

Sounds of joy, sadness and life 

The change from winter to spring 

symbolizes my life from the past 6 years 

Musical features (that sometimes conflict!):  

Harmony: consonant, bright, light, major; minor; colorful, tasteful; harmony that moves from 

stable to active to show everything waking up from sleeping 

Melody: high; no high pitches, low range; soft; classical 

To sound pleasant: a lot of consonances, rest chords, and points of cadence 

Rhythm: steady rhythm; a lot of active rhythms; some syncopation because I would be excited 

about the weather, flowers blooming, and energy that spring brings; blue – blue – 

watermelon – watermelon 

Tempo: allegro 

Meter: triple (dancelike, dreamy); quadruple (something easy to move to); classical rhythm 

because it’s very peaceful 

Texture: homophonic 

Instruments: trumpets, violins, drums, horn, flute, triangle, string instrument 

Flute and violin to signify that the birds are coming 

I would sing and harmonize my voice with the violin to add texture 

 

Longer descriptions: 

Begin with a slow tempo and be dreary, but as it goes along I would switch up the texture and 

tempo to liven up the mood 

 

Soft and peaceful, then it becomes more exciting and powerful like on every Sunday at church, 

being in the spirit of God and hearing the gospel 
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It will depict the story of a caterpillar and change based on what the caterpillar is doing: 

monophonic texture (caterpillar emerges), homophonic (he’s challenged by crawling to the 

biggest leaf), polyphonic (he escapes a hungry bird), and no music (he crawls into his chrysalis), 

and the music from the beginning returns but brighter (he’s now a butterfly). 

 

I would start off with a slow, monophonic texture and melody that has the pitch rising to convey 

the waking up from a cold winter feeling. I would have a cadence and then a fortissimo major 

chord that feels like a startling awakening to contrast the initial slow awakening from the 

beginning. After the jolting chord the rest of the piece would consist of fast, wave-like melodies 

of wind and violins to represent that spring is very lively and would be played in a major key to 

sound cheerful. 

SUMMER 
Main ideas: 

It’s very happy and has no windiness or cold 

You’re active and outside 

It’s my favorite season because it’s always 

fun and bright 

I think of summer as everything being fast-

paced and bright.  

The sun is shining down 

Blazing sun 

You wait all year for summer 

Who doesn’t love summer? 

It gives me such a rush: the smell of fresh-

cut grass, birds chirping, and kids yelling 

from the park. 

 

Moods:  

Energetic but relaxing at the same time 

Happy, lively 

 

Musical features (that sometimes conflict!):  

Active rhythms, strong beats in the measure, rhythm that makes you want to dance, syncopation 

Mixture of different rhythms and different textures 

Harmony: active harmonies, consonant harmonies, major key 

Uptempo and polyphonic texture 

High melody, ascending contour 

High pitches and fast beats 

Simple melody, kind of like “Kokomo” by the Beach Boys; smooth, enjoyable 

Homophonic texture, since it’s not too overwhelming 

Instruments: trumpet and drums, tambourines 

Include sounds of kids playing in the park, ice cream truck, chatter of people having a good time 

+ a vinyl crackle to make it feel like a memory of good times 
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AUTUMN 
Main ideas/moods: 

Autumn gives a dark, sad impression 

It begins to get colder, there are fewer hours of daylight, and the leaves start to fall 

Many different bright colors of the leaves, but then they dry out and die out 

My favorite season because of the beautiful and peaceful weather 

 

Musical features (that sometimes conflict!):  

Minor harmonies, dissonant harmonies 

Clashing sounds to show the leaves drying out and dying out 

Descending melody (from a higher pitch to a lower one, to show leaves falling and the 

temperature decreasing) 

Pleasant, calm consonance to signal a calm, cold wind that will bring in winter 

Legato texture 

Polyphonic texture  

Meter: triple (to convey the wind blowing) 

Begin duple meter, climax is in triple meter, and then close in duple meter 

Slow tempo, high drama 

 

Longer descriptions: 

It starts out in a major key to show the start of the seasons where the leaves have a nice color, 

and then put a minor harmony in the background to show the season progressing and the trees 

starting to die. Then it will end with minor overpowering major.  

 

It will sound like a leaf falling to the ground in a spiral motion, at times getting picked up by the 

wind. A minor scale as it falls down. A major scale as it floats away. 

WINTER 
Main ideas/moods: 

Pleasant 

Snowy weather in early winter 

A rainy winter day and the long dreary days 

I had throughout the years. Whenever it 

rained, it would suddenly feel like it’s 

okay to accept the not-so-great. Not 

every day is going to be sunshine and 

smiles and that is okay. 

Can be brutally cold but at the same time 

can create such beautiful scenery 

December is the best and worst time of year 

It feels/looks like dawn and dusk all day 

(crepuscular) 

Imagine walking in the snow 

Dark and sort of scary  

My dislike for winter 

A dark winter night, so quiet that you can 

hear the snow hitting the ground. The 

only light comes from the moon and the 

stars above. A piece that’s dark yet gives 

you a sense of safeness and somberness.  

Dark 

Peaceful, joyful 

Soft to capture the snowfall 

Low, almost uncheerful to represent the 

harshness and difficulty that comes with 

the winter season 

Not uplifting or appealing to the ear 

You should feel like you’re listening to the 

color purple: minor chords drawing the 

listener in with its syrupy slow cadence 
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Musical features (that sometimes conflict!):  

Harmony: minor key; minor is dark and dreary just like a cold, harsh winter; consonant and 

dissonant harmonies to show the difference between the view from inside your house and the 

cold outside; complex harmonies because sometimes winter can be soft and light or harsh 

and brutal; dissonance to symbolize the harsh wind and freezing cold; show the roughness of 

winter by creating dissonance through active chords; use active chords for dramatic effect 

Slow and dark 

Melody: high pitch piano notes; high notes = happy sounds and winter is a happy time because 

of the holidays 

Instruments: only string instruments; double bass for its rich, dark sounds; raspy trumpet; piano 

alone 

Texture: legato; just one instrument (monophonic texture); polyphonic texture because winter is 

cold but is also a nice view from your window. It’s something that’s two opposites happening 

at once 

Meter: triple, duple 

Tempo and pulse: light beats to symbolize the snow; slow, steady pulse; a pulse that’s slow but 

not too slow to feel like a sad song, something medium-paced 

 

Longer descriptions: 

Light, slow pace to calm you down at first but then brings you joy with a light and faster pace 

 

It would sound very warm with a bell rhythm to give it a Christmas feel 

 

Big, long crescendo to the climax of the piece (winter storm) 

 

Start off with a major harmony, because at first it’s bearable, but then a minor harmony to show 

how cold winter can get when it’s no longer bearable 

 

The piece starts with a monophonic bell melody then things get dark, literally. A sharp violin 

accompanies the now-dying bells with the same melody. 

 

It would start off with a slow introduction of piano just repeating a note in a duple meter. Every 

fourth note it would introduce a new instrument, most likely a string instrument that would play 

a slow, long note that lasts two piano notes. Then the son would end with a little happy but sad 

mood. 

 

 

 

 

 


